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President’s Message

By Robert Barnett

From the President
Thank you to Rick Jones for his presentation at the October meeting on Computer Games for Model
Railroaders. Very enjoyable and I wish we had more time to get into the details of playing each game.
And thank you to our Treasurer Dick Louvet for his presentation “From Weehauken to West Point”.
The photos of the West Shore of New York and the Jersey side were fascinating. We forget how much
the railroads effected everyday life just a generation ago.
Well done Dick and Rick!
First a couple of corrections to my article on the San Jacinto Club Layout Tours: Craig Brantley our
current (and for the past 10 years) chairman of the layout tours has reminded me that Jason Rose is the
creator and administrator of the Google Maps feature connected with our annual tour and Chuck Lind
has saved the club a lot of money by coordinating the printing and reproduction of the tour sheets. A
big Thank You to both for their help and support of the Layout Tours, one of our three big annual
events.
Now on to another of our BIG Events: the annual San Jacinto Model Railroad Club Christmas Party
(and Gift Exchange). It’s hard to believe but it’s that time again. And once again Gil and Virginia
Freitag have volunteered to host the San Jac Christmas Party.
When I was researching the layout tours years ago, I went through the surviving early Derails and ran
across what appears to be the announcement of the first Christmas party hosted by Gil and Virginia.
As I recall 1972 was the first year, and if that is correct this would be the 47th Christmas Party that
has been hosted by the Freitags. That has to be a World Record!!
SO….. sign up to bring a dish or desert; purchase, trade for or obtain the “Special Gift” for the
exchange; and be there on December 4th for the annual event. No one goes home hungry and the fun at
the Gift exchange is unforgettable.
See you at the December Meeting (AND PARTY)!!

Bob Barnett
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2018 ANNUAL SJMRC
CHRISTMAS DINNER PARTY
2017 ANNUAL SJMRC CHRISTMAS DINNER PARTY
AT GIL & VIRGINIA FREITAG’S HOME
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 4th AT 630PM
If you didn’t sign up to bring a food item at the November meeting, please call Virginia to see
what is still needed. 713-926-2993. See you there for an evening of lots of fun.
ALSO: DON’T FORGET TO BRING AN EXCHANGE GIFT TO GET IN ON THE FUN!
RAILS: Put your name inside the wrapped gift and mark the scale on the outside (approx.
$15 value)
NON-RAILS: Put your name inside the wrapped gift (approx. $15 value)
Location:
1835 Alta Vista St.
Houston, TX 77023
DIRECTIONS:
 I45 South to exit #42 (Wayside) or I45 Northbound to exit #41B (Wayside)
 Southbound: turn LEFT onto Wayside or Northbound turn RIGHT onto Wayside
 Proceed 0.7mi to LAWNDALE
Turn RIGHT onto LAWNDALE
 Proceed 0.7mi to ALTA VISTA ST. Turn LEFT onto ALTA VISTA ST.
Proceed 1 ½ blocks to 1835 (2 story on right)
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For Beginners
Building a Pair of
Switching Modules –
Part 1
In our last installment, I had
you scratch build Ortner 3-Bay
Hoppers, and for beginners
that’s a great first project.
Seeing those run around a
circle of track gives a
tremendous
sense
of
satisfaction.
But perhaps the joy of
watching your trains roll in
circles over and over has worn
thin. So what should the next
step be? How about building
the first pieces of a potential
layout? It’s not as difficult or
space consuming as it sounds.
So this time I’m going to
start you on a quest to build a
pair of modules that can be
operated both in a modular
layout but also independently.
The subjects we will cover are
basic framing from wood.
initial tracklaying, wiring,
prototypical ballasting, and
rudimentary scenery. Along the
way we’ll discuss spots where
options are available, and my
reasons for choosing the
options I did. So without
further delay, let’s get started.
The first thing you need to
know is what makes a module.
In the most basic sense a
module is a smaller section
used to create a larger model
railroad. They have the ability,
when built to a set of standards
put forth by a group, to be
linked into a model railroad of
indeterminate size.
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In the model railroad club I
sponsor at my school students
are beginning to build their
own pairs of modules with the
school club owning the curves.
This allows students to have
their own switching pike,
following a design they set
forth. At the same time the
basic plans call for a double
main track set at very specific
distances from the front edge of
every module, allowing them to
all be connected in series.
For our purposes, we will
construct two 2’ x 4’ module
sections that will serve as a
single scene. There are many
different modular systems
available, but for simplicity’s
sake we are going to follow the
NMRA
Recommended
Practices where we can, but we
are also going to use some
specifications from the Hub
Division of the Northeastern
Region of the NMRA, who
have been incredibly helpful in
the planning of our school
modules. Where possible,
simplifications have been made
for the ease of purchasing
lumber.
First you will need the
following pieces of lumber and
supplies for this project:
4 – 24” lengths of 1”x4”
4 – 46 ½” lengths of 1”x4”
4 – 22 ½” lengths of 1”x4”
8 – 2 5/16” lengths of 1”x4”
8 – 1 9/16” lengths of 1”x4”
8 – 35” lengths of 2”x2”
2 – 24”x48” sheets of ½”
plywood

By JayC. Williams

48 – #8 1 ½” Wood Screws
24 - #8 1 ¼” Wood Screws
For some of you, this might
well be your first time dealing
with dimensional lumber. If so,
take heart. This isn’t as
daunting as it might seem.
There simply are some basic
rules to follow. First, make sure
your boards are straight. Look
down them carefully when you
pull them out of their bin.
Anything that curves in any
appreciable
direction
is
warped. You want boards that
aren’t warped. Second, make
sure they have as few knots as
possible. These dark circular
spots create weaknesses in the
board, and may fail if you
screw through them.
If you have an arm saw at
home, take the boards home
and cut them after measuring
them. If not, don’t panic. Most
of your big box lumber stores
have cutting service available.
The only thing you need to do
is make sure you’ve clearly
marked where you need them
to cut. When measuring, you’ll
need to make a 1/16”
allowance for the thickness of
the blade. Trust me on this.
You want all of this
dimensional lumber cut as
close as possible to the proper
dimensions.
As for the ½” sheet of
plywood,
you
should
absolutely have the store cut it,
as they will be the only place
likely to have the saw large
enough to ensure a truly
straight cut. Again, measure
your lumber and help make
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For Beginners
sure your assistant cuts it
cleanly.
Now it’s time to take your
supplies home and begin
construction. You will need a
power drill, a 3/32” drill bit, a
driver bit that matches your
screws, a pencil, and a square
of some sort. I would
recommend using clamps to
hold wood (especially as you’ll
need them to hold your
modules together), but strictly
speaking they’re not vital.
Funny
thing
about
dimensional lumber. We call it
1”x4”,
but
its
actual
dimensions are 3/4”x3 1/2”.
We call it 1”x4” because those
are it’s rough dimensions
before being planed down. So
take the 24” lengths of 1”x4”,
and mark a line 3/8” from each
end on one side of each board.
Then measure down 3/4” from
both the top and bottom and
make a cross mark. This will be
where you drill pilot holes for
your screws. See Figure 1.

Then pilot hole drill using your
cross marks as a guide. Once
you’ve done this for one joint,
screw these pieces together
using the #8 1 ¼”. Do this for
each joint, making a box.
Now measure down the long
axis of the module. Make a
mark 15 ¾” in on each end of
the long axis of our modules.
Then come in another 3/8”, and
following the process we used
before, mark for drilling. Now
take the 22 ½” pieces, and
mark across the top of the long
axis. Use this to line up with
your newly drawn guides.
Again use your square to make
sure
all
boards
are
perpendicular.
The
result
should appear as below, with
the outside edge of each inside
board being 15 ¾” from the
end.

After completing this, you
should be able to easily attach
the module pockets which are
designed to hold the legs. See
the figure below for assembly.
Once these marks are made
have someone help you (or
clamp together) hold the 24”
length of wood onto the end of
the 46 ½” length of 1”x4”
wood. Use the square to make
sure these pieces of wood are
perfectly square to one another.
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By JayC. Williams

Attach these in each corner of
the modules using the #8 1 ½”
wood screws, being careful to
drill
pilot
holes
before
screwing them in. If you fail to
do so you run the risk of
cracking the wood and
rendering all of your work for
naught.
At this point you can finally
attach the top. This is only one
way to build a module, with a
solid wood top. It is certainly
the most stable, with landscape
attached to its top. However it
is also the heaviest. However,
since this is intended to be for
basic education, using ½”
plywood is, in my opinion, the
safest way to ensure sturdy
benchwork for your first
module. Attach the 24” x 48”
piece of ½” plywood to the top
of both modules using the #8
1 ¼” wood screws. You are
now done with the basic
benchwork for your modules.
Next month we will add the
legs and lay out our track. This
can be some of the most
rewarding parts of model
railroading. And though it
might be a little intimidating to
make that trip to the lumber
section of the hardware store,
the skills you’ll acquire can
move into other facets of your
life. It’s really easy. You just
have to take the first step.
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A Work Train for the Mystic Branch

By Gene Mangum

Over the years I managed to collect a myriad of rolling stock…some of which is useful for my late 1970’s/
early 1980’s time frame. However, most of the “earlier era” rolling stock was not suitable, so it was sold or
traded. There were some of the earlier era cars that I kept with the hope that they may be eventually included
as maintenance-of-way equipment.
Several years ago (late 1980’s?) I acquired a set of SP Maintenance-of-Way decals from MicroScale, set # 81
-155. One of the really neat features of this set of decals were the instructions which included photographs
and offered tips on painting, decal placement, etc. As I completed construction on my railroad, this really got
me to thinking about building a work train for the Mystic Branch. So, I looked through the “saved” rolling
stock to determine the best candidates for inclusion in the work train. I knew that I wanted a crane, a work
flat, a tool/stores boxcar, a ballast spreading hopper, several ballast storage hoppers, a crew/office car and a
work caboose. I actually had models for all of these cars. They just needed possible repainting, severe
weathering, and renumbering for Maintenance-of-Way (MW) service. Each car type is discussed in the
following paragraphs.
Crane
The work crane is a Train Miniature kit that I purchased many years ago; kit # 5502. The model is of a
BROWNHOIST 25 ton crane generally used in light MW use, not picking up derailed railcars or
locomotives. Putting the kit together was relatively simple…the most complicated part was threading the
“cable” on the boom. I added metal wheels and KD couplers. The crane is lightly weathered to indicate a
well maintained piece of equipment. See Figure 1.

Figure 1 – BROWNHOIST 25 ton Crane
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A Work Train for the Mystic Branch

By Gene Mangum

Work Flat Car
Supporting the crane is a work flat. The Work Flat Car is also a Train Miniature model; kit # 5562. I
purchased this kit at the same time as purchasing the crane. The kit, representing an older 40’ flat, was very
straight-forward to assemble…nothing really complex. I added metal wheels and KD couplers. I decided to
heavily weather this car using Testors CreateFX Driftwood acrylic wash, black out the old reporting marks
using flat black enamel, and then add the new MW number. I added some barrels and boxes to simulate
typical maintenance supplies. I then added a partial pallet of new ties. See Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the crane
and work flat as a combination.

Figure 2 – Work Flat Car

Figure 3 – Crane and Work Flat Combination
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A Work Train for the Mystic Branch

By Gene Mangum

Tool/Stores Boxcar
The Tool/Stores boxcar was created from an Athearn “Blue Box” kit, # 1205. I added 6 pennies to the inside
floor to bring the weight up to NMRA Standards for a 40’ boxcar. I weathered the underframe, painted the
trucks boxcar red using Model Master acrylic paint and added metal wheels and KD couplers. I left the roof
walk on the car as per the photograph of a typical MW Boxcar shown in the decal instruction sheet
mentioned above. I heavily weathered the car body using Testors CreateFX Black acrylic wash. I painted out
the old reporting marks with flat black enamel paint and re-lettered the boxcar to represent one of the MW
boxcars shown in the decal instruction sheet. Then, I weathered the car again, with a diluted coat of Testors
CreateFX Driftwood acrylic wash. I diluted the wash with 70% isopropyl alcohol. The finished car is shown
in Figure 4.

Figure 4 – Tool/Stores Boxcar

Ballast Spreading Hopper
For the Ballast Spreading Hopper I used a kit from E & B Valley RR Co.; Kit #
6005. I purchased this kit from G & G back in the middle 1980’s. This was not a
“shake the box” kit…fairly complex to assemble. One saving grace is that it was pre
-lettered for SPMW. There were no available “loads” available for this car; so, I
filled it up with loose ballast, held in the car with diluted white glue. I added heavy
-duty roller bearing trucks with scale 36” metal wheels and KD couplers. Then, I
w e a t h e r e d t h e c a r u s i n g T e s t o r s C r e a t e F X D r i f t w o o d a c r yl i c w a s h . T h e f i n i s h e d c a r
is shown in Figure 5.
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A Work Train for the Mystic Branch

By Gene Mangum

Figure 5 – Ballast Spreading Hopper

Ballast Storage Hopper Cars
In the early 1970’s I was living in the Suburban Washington D.C. area. During this time I purchased many
kits, especially Athearn “Blue Box” kits. Several of these were offset side hoppers labeled for different
railroads. Years later I re-labeled several of these with SP Reporting marks; one labeled for the T & N O and
the other with more modern SP graphics. Each was heavily weathered at the time using thinned Floquil
lacquer paints. Two of these “survivors” form the basis for the MW Ballast Storage Hoppers. First, I painted
out the new/old reporting marks with flat black enamel paint and re-lettered each hopper with SPMW
reporting marks. Then, I weathered the cars again, with a diluted coat of Testors CreateFX Driftwood acrylic
wash. As discussed above, the wash was diluted with 70% isopropyl alcohol. I added ballast loads from
Roller Bearing Products to both hoppers. This brought the weight of the hoppers up to NMRA recommended
practices. As with the other cars in the “work train”, both were fitted with metal wheels and KD couplers.
The finished ballast storage cars are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 – Ballast Storage Hoppers
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A Work Train for the Mystic Branch

By Gene Mangum

Crew/Office Car
The Crew/Office car started off life as an Athearn standard round roof coach kit (# 1855) lettered for the SP.
Since my railroad is set in the late 1970’s/early1980’s timeframe, this coach would not be in any kind of
revenue service…a perfect candidate for MW service. First, I disassembled the car completely, including the
“glass” inserts in the windows. As per the painting diagram shown in the decal instructions, SPMW coaches
were painted a light grey color with a “red primer” colored roof. I spray painted the coach with a light grey
color (Rust-oleum Stone Grey). When that coat dried, I masked the sides and sprayed the roof with a “red
primer” color (Design Master Orange). When all of the paint was dry, I reinserted the “glass” inserts. Then, I
added unpainted strip wood to represent partitions inside the car and also added doors behind the vestibules. I
painted the undercarriage flat black and added 36” scale wheels to the “six-wheel” trucks; the car already had
KD Couplers. I then lettered the car to represent one of the MW coaches shown in the decal instruction sheet.
I weathered the car using the diluted Testors CreateFX acrylic wash. The finished car is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7 – Crew/Office Car

Work Caboose
The Work Caboose started out as a standard cupola SP caboose (Athearn kit # 1251). Early on, I actually was
considering a “transition era” railroad and this caboose would have fit. Things change. I kept it just in case. It
was/is the perfect candidate for this role. I re-weathered the caboose to give it a really well used appearance. I
left the roof walk and end ladders on the car. I painted out the old reporting marks with flat black enamel
paint and re-lettered the caboose with SPMW reporting marks. I then re-weathered the caboose with diluted
Testors CreateFX acrylic wash. I added metal wheels; the caboose already had KD couplers. I also added
enough pennies to bring the weight up to NMRA recommended practice. See Figure 8.
Well, these are all of the cars that make up the work train on the Mystic Branch. Figure 9 shows the entire
work train. See you next month!

Figure 8 – Work Caboose
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Figure 9 – Work Train for the Mystic Branch
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Notes From the Observation Car

By Don Formanek

The Betsy

Photo used with permission from Missouri Locomotive Company

The Betsy was built by - or for - the Yosemite Mountain Madera Sugar Pine Railroad in the 1880s. Who the
builder was has been unconfirmed, but most likely it was either built locally or by Rose & Company of San
Francisco. It was the very first geared locomotive in California and it was the longest-lived logging
locomotive in the southern Sierra. A bull gear drives a gear on each axle. The engine had a very short
wheelbase, probably so that it could handle very tight radius curves. It was a 36” gauge, 0-4-0 weighing 7
tons, had a saddle tank. It was a wood burner with a bear trap chimney.
The Betsy was used at least 38 years for logging service until it was scrapped in 1937. The lumber company
went through several bankruptcies and re-incorporations. It developed into the largest and longest lasting
lumber company in the California Sierras. The railroad was preceded by the Sugar Pine flume that existed
from 1876. Construction of the flume used 100% of the saw mill’s first two years of production. Over 7
million board feet of lumber. Its final length was 54 miles.
The railroad was used to bring the timber from the cutting area in the woods to the mill for cutting into rough
cut lumber. It was then sent by the flume down the 54 miles to the planing mill and then shipped by the
Southern Pacific Railroad. Betsy’s hauling ability was very limited, normally 2 to 4 log cars but she could
make many runs each day because the cutting area was very close to the mill. As the timber cutting area
moved further away from the sawmill there was a need for more powerful engines, the company started to
purchase Shays. The Betsy was the first of a total of seven engines.
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7

0-4-0T geared 1880 14,000 lb. ?
2 truck Shay 1902 76,000 lb. 16,900 tractive effort
2 truck Shay 1904 76,000 lb. 16,900 tractive effort
2 truck Shay 1910 84,000 lb. 23,100 tractive effort
3 truck Shay 1912 120,000 lb. 25,830 tractive effort
3 truck Shay 1927 135,500 lb. 25,830 tractive effort
4 wheel Plymouth gas mechanical 1927 4,000 lb.
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Notes From the Observation Car

By Don Formanek

All the Shays were wood burners, with link and pin couplers and equipped with air brakes. As the size of the
locomotives increased they upgraded from the initial 25 lb. rail to 35 lb. rail, and eventually to 50 lb. rail. The
mill started out with about 12 homemade wood disconnect log cars, but the fleet grew to over 100 log cars—
first 28’ logging flats, and then grew to 34’. Even though they had added six Shay locomotives the Betsy
continued to be used as a helper engine on the up-to-6% grades as well as for track laying when the company
pulled up old spurs to add new spurs to new cutting areas. The Betsy was run by one person who was both the
engineer and fireman. The railroad had a passing siding approximately every five miles. Their procedure was
to assign one engine to each section and this was to haul empty log cars from one siding to the next on the run
towards the cutting area and full log cars on the same section towards the saw mill, thus eliminating any
dispatching problems. The railroad had 47 stub switches.
The company cut its last timber in 1931 and shut down due to a combination of the effects of the great
depression and because of most of their timber holdings already being cut over. By 1933 all the locomotives,
mill equipment and properties were sold. The Betsy was sold for $25.00 and scrapped in 1937.
The current tourist railroad, Yosemite Mountain Sugar Pine Railroad, uses 4 miles of the original route of
more than 140 miles of track.
The model that I purchased at the 2018 National Narrow-Gauge Convention is a very detailed Fn3 1:20.3 scale
model sold by Missouri Locomotive Company.

http://goldrushcam.com/sierrasuntimes/index.php/news/local-news/5778-sugar-pine-lumber-company-maderaflume-slideshow-by-linda-gast
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yosemite_Mountain_Sugar_Pine_Railroad
http://www.cagenweb.com/madera/MadHistory.html
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Mark’s Minute

By Mark Couvillion

We mentioned using crimped terminals on bus wires last time. The connections
are crimped on the end of the wire where a small length of the insulation is
stripped off.
The terminals prevent unraveling of the wire strands at the connection, make it
easier to make connections, and promote solid, reliable connections. They are
available in multiple sizes and shapes. Ring ends or fork ends are used for barrier
strips. Spade lugs, male and female, are used to extend wire or limit wire
connections to only one combination. Similar connections are bullet-shaped.
When there are multiple wires that could be re-connected incorrectly, consider
using various crimp connectors to guarantee only one way to connect them all up.
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Derail Archives March 1995

Submitted by Richard Louvet

STYRENE TIPS
By Larry Redmond

Do you use one of the most versatile materials available for modeling - styrene? You should be
using it for the many projects around your railroad; here are some tips that you might find
useful:
Styrene sheet can be bought in 6.5-inch by 10.5-inch sheets at your hobby shop, in
thicknesses of .010”, .015”, .020”, .030”, .040”, .050”, .060”, and .080”. It can also be
bought in 40-inch by 60-inch sheets at plastics supply houses, such as Cadillac and A-1
Plastics. If you need large quantities, the commercial approach is much less expensive.
Sheets scribed in patterns, resembling wooden siding is available and can be used for
structures. In addition, strip material in sizes ranging from .010” by .020” up to .125”
by .250” can be had at the hobby shops, as well as tubing and rod, in small sizes.
Cutting of styrene sheet is easy with an X-Acto knife or razor blade; thin sheets cut right
through, while thicker sheets should have several cuts made after which the material can
be bent and broken apart at the cut. Sheet thicknesses up to .040 can be cut easily on a
photographic print trimmer, thus achieving straight cuts.
Numerous cements are available: Micro-Weld; Testors; Plastruct; and others. I find MEK
(methyl-ethyl ketone) handy and inexpensive; pints and quarts can be obtained where
paints are sold. Be careful of the fumes! MEK is a solvent rather than a cement, so that
it really welds the joints by softening both edges and permitting them to bond together.
Application of the cement should follow manufacturer's directions.
When using the MEK, a fine paint brush can be used for applying the cement; however, I
find a syringe bottle handier. A-West polyethylene bottles with needle-nose applicators
are available at the hobby shop, with bottle capacities of one-half to two ounces, and
needle-nose applicators with tube openings ranging from .016” to about .050”; the
smaller sizes are best.
Styrene is useful because even the smallest fragment is usable, if it can be found! I use a
series of Athearn locomotive kit boxes, with labels indicating contents as being .010”
styrene, .060” styrene, etc., to keep the scraps together. One such box for each thickness
will suffice.
To repeat - styrene is useful because even the smallest fragment is usable, if it can be
identified! When cutting styrene sheet to size, immediately mark each cutoff piece with
the thickness, then collect the fragments into the boxes by size. Soft pencil writing on
the dull side is good, for it can be erased easily.
The Derail — December 2018
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Derail Archives March 1995

Submitted by Richard Louvet

So much for the tips. One good thing about styrene is that it can be bent quite easily for tanks
and curved surfaces. However, styrene is also springy and will resist staying curved - unless it
can be discouraged from springing back. A simple method of counteracting the springiness
requires application of heat. This is one way that I have found effective for curves, and that
doesn't result in burned fingers:
After determining the diameter of the curve that is wanted, find a can (coffee can, vegetable
can, etc.) of approximately the same diameter; slightly smaller is better that slightly
larger.
After cutting the styrene to the finished size, wrap it around the outside of the can, using
rubber bands or twine to hold it in place. If the styrene is too thick, or too springy, to fit
the can-form closely, just tie it as close as possible.
In a saucepan - not the can with the styrene - heat enough water to about fill the can-form;
bubbling is fine, for boiling water isn't necessary.
When the water is bubbling nicely, pour it into the can-form, making certain that the waterlevel is above the top edge of the styrene piece.
Let the can-form with the water stand until it is cool enough to handle.
When the water has cooled, remove the rubber bands or ties, then remove the styrene piece,
which will be nicely curved and ready for use.
If the can-form was slightly smaller, as recommended, then the springiness of the curved piece
should pretty well hold it in place while assembling and cementing the whatever- you-arebuilding.
That's about all. If you haven't tried using styrene, or if you have been frustrated by some
aspect or other, just keep these tips in mind.
If you would like-some expert advice, just refer to the books written by Al Armitage, the
acknowledged expert in the use of styrene for building models.

Editor’s Note: The smaller styrene sheets and shapes are available from Evergreen at most
hobby shops and on-line. Larger sizes are available from ePlastics on line. The Armitage
books are available in limited titles on line. Evergreen has a book on Styrene fabrication. The
NMRA has a downloadable monograph that Armitage put together.
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November Minutes
President Bob Barnett called the meeting to
order at 7:00pm.
David Currey introduced Dick Louvet for a
clinic: “From Weehawken to West Point”. The
clinic was a journey on the West Shore
Railroad from its improbable inception in
1885 to the abrupt end of passenger service in
1959. There were stops along the way for
scenery, scratch building, kit bashing, and
operations.

By Richard Louvet

Lone Star Region/ Division 8
Visit http://www.texasgulfdivision.org/
for the latest LSR information.

Jim Lemmond is again looking for Youth
Award nominations (18 or under) by the
December 21st deadline. Winner will receive
membership in the NMRA for a year and a
plaque.
Web Site
Brian Jansky reported that the web site is
being updated continuously with latest layout
The “Buddy” signup was passed around a tour info.
second time and a total of 18 members have
volunteered to greet new visitors. Virginia Yahoo Group
Freitag and Geoffrey and Ben and Liz Harris A problem with meeting notifications is being
were responsible for punch and cookies at the resolved. The Facebook group continues to
meeting.
meet and integration with Yahoo was
discussed. A future clinic on Facebook is
Treasurer’s Report
being considered for the July meeting.
The October minutes were approved as
published. The October 31 bank balance was Old Business
$13,038.82. Expense for the month were $220 There will be no sale during the layout tour of
for GHTS advertising the Cowcatcher Gordon Stockman’s layout. The city is
Magazine and $691 for printing for the layout considering doing something with the layout.
tour and GHTS.
The meeting adjourned.
Greater Houston Train Show
Steve Sandifer reported that all tables are Respectively submitted,
sold. Signup sheets for the show will be Dick Louvet
circulated at the January meeting.
Secretary/Treasurer
Fall Layout Tour
Craig Brantley: “Going on”.

Upcoming Meeting Location and Date Changes
Please mark your calendars… The December Meeting will be the annual
Christmas party hosted by the Freitags. More information is in this Derail on page
2 and the last page.
Due to New Year’s Day falling on the first Tuesday, the January meeting will be
on Tuesday, January 8th.
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San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the
first Tuesday of each month at 7pm

Bayland Community Center
6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX
Click here for directions

Visitors are always welcome!

Officers
President: Robert (Bob) Barnett MMR
rbarnett@ljaengineering.com
Vice-President: David N. Currey
texasandlouisiana@msn.com
Secretary/Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet
rlouvet@att.net
Director at Large: Chuck Lind MMR
chucklind46@gmail.com
Past President: Rex Ritz
icrex@yahoo.com

Derail Staff
Conductor: Bob Sabol
bsabol@stillmeadow.com

Engineer: Terri Brogoitti
tbrogoitti@stillmeadow.com

Brakemen:
Mark Couvillion
(mark_couvillion@hotmail.com)
David N. Currey
(texasandlouisiana@msn.com)
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2018 ANNUAL SJMRC CHRISTMAS DINNER PARTY
AT GIL & VIRGINIA FREITAG’S HOME
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 4th AT 630PM
If you didn’t sign up to bring a food item at the November
meeting, please call Virginia to see what is still needed. 713926-2993. See you there for an evening of lots of fun.
ALSO: DON’T FORGET TO BRING AN EXCHANGE
GIFT TO GET IN ON THE FUN!
RAILS: Put your name inside the
wrapped gift and mark the scale on
the outside (approx. $15 value)
NON-RAILS: Put your name
inside the wrapped gift (approx.
$15 value)
Location: 1835 Alta Vista St.
Houston, TX 77023

Video Corner

Winter Rails “Day of the Spreader”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=08PTkFwRoU8
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